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Well this was our final round in Queensland for the year and of course the final round of our club 

championship. This was also the last round  of our "triple treat" mini series where juniors rode 

for free, members rode for a discounted price and our section setters had a free weekend. 

Just as well we didn't ride on Monday as the weather turned into a scorcher, the sections were 

pretty tight and tough especially for the Division 2 riders on the day, although Tony Green made 

light work of them. Brodie Reed took out 2nd place (1st junior) in Division 4, missing overall first 

place by 1 mere point. After the trial was finished it was interesting watching his dad “Kale” ride 

some of the sections…. making us scratch our heads! Division 3 had interesting results with 

Darren Creswell on his Armstrong taking out 2nd and Mark Haywood taking gold off him by 3 

points and Paul Coleman taking the bronze. 

Plenty of juniors attended the day and hats off to parents riding and mentoring their off springs 

throughout the day, made even harder with the warm weather, dry conditions......and running 

out of fuel. 

Sam Rogers was the lucky winner of the raffle and took home a set of X11 tyres which he 

apparently needed badly, so a timely win for Sam. 

Big thank you to Andrew Atkinson for help setting sections on Friday and Saturday and of course 

to the many people that came early on Saturday morning to help us finish setting them by 

midday...many hands made light work alright. 

Thank you to Denys Reed for always ensuring our toilet is on site, pumped out, cleaned and ready 

for its first customer. Of course, our ladies, Kerryn, Christine and Cherie for looking after our 

scores. We thank the Hot Dog man Brad McAllister for feeding us those hotdogs that are 

apparently better with the skin on. 

Without volunteers and supporter you will no doubt agree its these people that makes a club 

work, so thank you again to all these people. 

We next head to Toonumbar Dam just outside of Kyogle (NSW) hopefully the creeks will have 

some water in them just to spice things up a bit.....but be careful what you wish for right.? 

Cheers 

Harry 

 

 


